
Stage 1 – The Script: 
Many clients prefer to provide their own project script, as 
they are most familiar with the subject matter, audience and 
goals for the video. If that is not your preference, scriptwrit-
ing is available.

Stage 2 – Storyboard: 
Here the script is broken down into scenes, and the visual 
side of the creative process begins. Ideas for each scene are 
generated in the form of sketches, and put together in a sto-
ryboard along with the copy for the voiceover and a descrip-
tion of the action.

Stage 3 – Rendering:
The approved sketches are rendered in a finished vector for-
mat, and any color and shading added. Each image is output 
as an .svg file (scalable vector graphic) for animation.

Stage 4 –  Voiceover, and Music:
The script is recorded using the voiceover professional cho-
sen from options provided to suit your vision for your video.  
Music is selected from options provided.

Stage 5 –  Animation:
The finished .svg images are imported to the animation pro-
gram and animated to match the voiceover, per the direc-
tions on the storyboard.

Stage 5 –  Post Production:
Music is added, as well as any sound effects, and the video 
is output in the required digital format, and uploaded to a 
shared online folder.

  DIGITAL WHITEBOARD ANIMATION PROCESS



Humor helps increase interest and retention

Character styles

Whiteboard animation styles can vary depending on subject, audience 
and message.  Here are a few style examples from past videos.

CHARACTER STYLES

Whiteboard animation styles can vary depending on subject, audience and message.  Here are a few style examples.



1.
Just man to start, then all the arrows draw in quickly, 
followed by dotted line making it through to his brain

2.
Art draws in to creaking noises from conscious brain, 
left, followed by computer noises from unconscious 
brain, right

     
3.
Icons pop in, followed by the good ones disappear-
ing, leaving silhouette of man with gun

Voiceover

Your brain, by some accounts, receives roughly 
11 million pieces of information each second, 
but your conscious brain is only able to process 
about 40. How do you handle all of the rest?

 

You handle it because you’re really using two 
brains: your conscious brain –which works with 
facts and data, has very limited capacity and pro-
cesses information slowly – and your unconscious 

brain – which is habit 
and intuition driven, has 
huge capacity and is 
REALLY fast.

One of your unconscious brain’s best tricks is its 
ability to recognize patterns and use them to 
assign people and things to categories, allowing 
your unconscious brain to deal with all of the 
known/not dangerous issues and  leave only 
the few unknown or dangerous issues to your 
conscious brain.

BIAS VIDEO STORYBOARD

-alternate images



SCRIPT QUESTIONNAIRE

1.  What is the purpose of this video? Why do you need it made?

2.  Who is the target demographic? (if any of the following are applicable: e.g. age, gender, job position, responsibilities,     
      goals, etc... whatever information is needed to speak directly to the exact audience) 

3.  What is the typical situation or environment in which your demographic
      encounters the problem?

4.  Who else is involved besides the video’s target demographic?

5.  What is the target’s problem that only your business can solve?

6.  What are some of the immediate effects of the problem?

7.  Do you have your script? Do you need a scriptwriter?

8.  How long will your video be? ( figure roughly 150 words for a 1 minute video, around six sentences - figure 225 words for  
      1.5 minutes )

 
9.  Where will your video be used?



  SCRIPT WRITING TIPS

A whiteboard animation video takes more than a cool message: it needs a script.  You may have material (think 
blog posts or speeches already made) that can be turned into video content.  If not, here are some steps to help 
get your great idea out of your head and onto the screen:  

1.  What Goal Do You Hope To Achieve?
A good first step is to decide what you hope to accomplish with your video. Once you have done so, and you have 
pinpointed exactly what your objective is, you’ll be able to ensure that every aspect of the video works towards 
achieving your goal. There are many different possible goals for a video, such as increasing brand awareness, 
launching a new product or service, advertising products or services, educating viewers or encouraging viewers 
to take an action.

2.  What’s Your Message/Call to Action?
What is it you want to say to your viewers? How will your message affect what action is taken?  With a strong call 
to action, viewers will be compelled to take the action and your video will be a success. 

3. Tell a Good Story.  
Telling a story will help you relate to the viewer.  One of the reasons people watch whiteboard animation videos 
is because it allows them to see a story literally unfold before their eyes.   This will not only help the viewer remain 
engaged with the video, but will also help you connect with them on a personal level.  

4. Content is Key.  
Some studies have shown that people will typically watch a video for 2-3* minutes before losing interest - others 
show that if the audience is genuinely interested, they will watch as long as the video entertains and/or informs.  
One effective method of maintaining attention and enthusiasm is to steadily give small tidbits of useful informa-
tion throughout the entire whiteboard animation video.

5. Read Your Script Out Loud.  
The written word plays differently than the spoken word.  Be sure to read your script out loud.  The purpose of a 
script is to sound as if the person in the video is speaking directly to the viewer.  

A quality script is essential for capturing the attention of the viewer. It can be difficult, but is a crucial aspect of 
solid whiteboard animation videos.  Follow these steps and your video will shine!

*A general rule of thumb:  
Figure roughly 150 words for a 1 minute video, around six sentences - figure 225 words  for 1.5 minutes 
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